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Hans , can you take some pictures for our 
foundation ? 

That was the question from the Gambia 
School Children Foundation, based in Schoorl 
in the North of Holland. Well this appealed to 
me. Although, pay your fees, travel , 
accommodation and food, yourself.  

Let me tell you something about this 
foundation. 

They, a small amount of volunteers, are 
worried about a lot of young children in The 
Gambia. There are quite a few kids there and 
there are more coming every year. However, 
the men who make the kids rarely take the 
responsibility to also take care of them. As a 
result; many children in single-parent families. 
With little or no income. Mandatory things like 
uniforms, shoes and schoolbooks make that 

schooling often can not be paid for. The 
foundation jumps right in and looks for 
couples or donors here in the Netherlands, to 
pay for a longer time, a child’s schooling this is 
not as expensive as you thought and more fun 
than you may suspect. The money goes 
exactly where it belongs, and you can even 
just go over to check it out. The cost? For 100 
Euros a child can go to school for practically a 
whole year. 

!
If you are not bored yet look below what else 
has happened those 10 days. 

!
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I arrived late Friday night. Saturday we quickly 
got to the beach where we met dozens of 
Dutch people who already knew each other 
from previous years. They all had something in 
common in Gambia and usually they are 
engaged in some form of aid. And this is 
necessary. During the season of, let’s say, from 
December to April / May is there work and 
tourists. Then it passes. The seasons work 
stops and the money stops. Mosquitoes, rain 
and starvation take its place. Help to make 
things structurally better is so essential and 
necessary . Saturday afternoon I went along 
with the chairman and his wife. 
We went for a first year’s birthday –party. In a 
small town some 25 miles away. A very special 
experience with dazzling costumes and dance. 
We get exotic drinks offered and terrific 
looking food. This food is in a bowl or plate.  
From which everyone eats with his or her 

hands. I pass this one, I’m too careful with my 
belly. This kind of celebrations is not given to 
see by everyone, it's a family celebration and 
just because the chairman has adopted the 
one-year-old child, we are invited. The mother 
of the boy followed a nursing education and 
has her degree and is now a certified midwife 
and nurse. She makes sure that the medical 
aid from the Netherlands is well spent, 
especially to people who are sick or injured 
and have no money to go to Doctor or 
hospital. Recently a Gambian volunteer died 
because he had no money for malaria 
medicines.  
On the Sunday we had a privat and quiet day 
and on the Monday we visited several schools. 

Clockwise: top left. Dance until you cannot dance anymore, and you'll instantly replaced by another 
dancer. Photo 2 right: A little less noise and everyone catch up with gossip. Cash contributions 
however small are appreciated. Photo three left low: It is cooked in a strong way and it smells 
delicious. The scary parts that occasionally get in of the cooking pots -and go out later- make me 
hesitate to go along in eating event. Photo four right: This material in the pan is.. Finally becoming a 
spicy rice, which is scooped out later.  
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We visit a new school where we get a nice and noisy welcome. We check and see if al 
protégées on our list, are present. Only then comes the money on the table. The children are 
photographed while holding a photo from their benefactor. This way we can show that they 
really are at school. 
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Will meets her second protégé. Joy flashes across the face of this young lady, but only to the 
extent that this demure young lady wants to have shown. All the faces around them share in this 
joy. Later in the afternoon we visit a local hospital that serves a fairly large area. It is crowded 
there, the facilities are minimal and there is a shocking lack of infusion, injection and dressing 
material. As infusion sets and needles are being flushed, you know that this is problem-some. In 
the unit where children are born, we can make a film and take photographs. I do this with 
European standards for privacy, so very few pictures. What you see is in the wardroom that the 
ceiling is ready to fall off it should be sparkling white instead of murky brown. Then someone is 
brought to the emergency department with a broken leg. Transported while sitting in the 
ambulance and wheeled in in a wheelchair up to the hospital. Horizontal transport is still a 
novelty I presume. Well here anyway, I 'l be out looking for a stretcher for this type of car. 
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And this is why you, well we, do all this work.  Protégé and benefactor meet for the first time. It 
makes you swallow.  This girl has such beautiful braided hair tightly on the head. It look likes 
glued on pigtails. Frizzy hair is very difficult to keep clean and this style is dynamic and keeps 
clean very well. 
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We leave for a regional branch of the Red Cross, where the regional director explains to us that they 
would like to get some help. From the Netherlands. 2 years ago there was collaboration with the 
Icelandic Red Cross and it has finished.  Often they miss the reasonable simple help. It usually 
involves Red Cross clothing and materials that may be at home easily collected, but is extremely 
scarce here.  A printer that replaced here in Europe will be still in use for many years in The Gambia. 
Expired dressing materials, is here seen as extremely valuable. Furthermore, they would like to 
exchanges in terms of knowledge. Africa is something else concerning donors and volunteers, for 
example.  
Unfortunately I cannot promise them more than to inquire whether there is somewhere a 
department in The Netherlands, who likes it or can do a exchange with them.  
After the visit we go looking for another school and pass a market. There's you see things mostly 
from Europe and nicely exhibited. However, few people have the money for it. 

In the next school there are two protégés. The boy in the picture on the left is a son of the technical 
man in the hotel where we stay. Badala Park Hotel in Kololi. The technical man Paco has several 
children and cannot provide his son the proper schooling. You see his son with the bright eye’s 
gleaming - on the left- that it is through the foundations help, he has a future. On the stairs - that 
looks or some greasy hands have gone by - there is a whole series of little guys screaming  -make a  
picture-. 
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The last school is a private Islamic school with a very strict headmistress. No pictures allowed. We have 
to take them outside. But first we must pay the contributions in to the bank before she continues. Well, 
Will and me have some quick looks at the shops or workshops along the side of the road. When it 
appears that a child is not at the school, there will be no payments for this child- today. Monday, the 
school will get a second chance. The child should really go to school and this must be visible because 
the foundation wants to be convinced for100%. Outside the school we take some pictures with Marijke 
and Bep who both support more then one child from this school.  

GAMBIA 2014 

Are you coming along in January 
next year to visit your new protégé’s?  
For the amount of money this costs, 
you do not have to leave it.  

Might as well take small holiday in 
the sun, right?  

It never was so cheap to make 
someone -or you- happy.  

For more information: Gambia 
Foundation School.Chairman: M.J. 
van Regteren 

Address: Middenweijdt 15  
City: Schoorl,   postal code: 1871 
VH 
Telephone number 0031 (0)725 
093 130 
Maill adress: 
info@gambiaschoolchildren.nl 
Bank: NL26 RABO 0163 6717 61                                                                        
Internetsite: stichting Gambia 
schoolchildren.nl http://gambiaschoolchildren.nl
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Yes, for several years now, I support a small single-parent family. A mother with son and a father 
deceased two years ago from goiter. The boy Edrisa is now 6 years old and is in primary school. Last 
year, the sister of the mother of Edrisa was killed and now she has inherited  - as a matter of course - 
two girls at the age of 6 and 11 years old. 
Awa is 11 years old. Doing her final year at primary school. Further, Binta also six years old. For these 
two girls I would also like to find benefactors through the foundation. The risk is too great if I have to 
support three and if I kick the bucket. To get to know the whole clan a bit better, I took them on a 
fishing trip on the Gambia River, the river that sustains live throughout The Gambia. I was planning to 
do this anyway. So the whole lot came along in the boat. Unfortunately, none of them could swim, so 
I was a little vigilant. During the few hours fishing trip I would discover that there is not much 
difference, between people here and there, the same desires but fewer options in the Gambia. Awa 
was very clear in her answer to my question, what could I send them from the Netherlands? " A 
Ipad !" Was the answer, Oops that required some explanation. On the television they see what 
youths have here and they would like to use social media also. We agreed that I would try to find a 
still -very good Laptop-. Mother and daughter can use it. Awa can use it at school. When I asked 
what I got back in return, it got very quiet. My position was - nothing is a free lunch.  
We discovered that she could go to write about Gambia’ peers, what they experience and how they 
experienced life - in the Gambia, stories from not only her own tribe, - there are several – but also 
about other tribes. Thus, we seek to make a booklet with real stories about Gambia from far in the 
past till the present time.  
I'm still looking, as of now, looking for a (not to big) laptop. Below is a picture of the family. The 
picture on the right shows you the whole family who live together in a three- room apartment. 
Composition: mother, younger sister,  -also single-parent-, two younger brothers (the elder brother 
has been missing for three months now) The fishing trip for me was over as a fishing net and a 
fishing rod got overboard and was gone and after we got stuck at the bottom in a shallow bit of 
water. . The fish that we caught, - with some dangerous looking ones- went along with the little 
family. 

Am I supporting anyone?

There were three beds in the house and two very 
worn old couches. The couches are for the children 
to sleep on. One adult bed was so bad (in the 
middle 2 cm thick) that I felt urged to buy a new 
one. In the future, I will send other items through 
the foundation in a see container.  
My family is in the circumstances to have children 
this age, so bring on those clothes! 
    Hans Uitdenbogerd 
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